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This is a theoretical-analytical thesis which focuses on problematic features of the
Five P Programme. On the basis of practical information received from the coordinators
the thesis gives details about the current Five P situation and its most frequent problems
including suggestions of their solution. In the theoretical part there are important
information about volunteering, Five P programme, coordinator’s activities, the law
about voluntary service as well as the posibility to have the programme Five P registered
as a social service. The theoretical part results in the statement of hypothesis about
which problems can cause worries in the coordinators‘ work. In the empirical part, the
thesis concentrates on problems from the coordinators’ point of view, their own practical
experience. All the organization running the Five P Programme in the Czech Republic
were asked for cooperation on this topic. I strongly believe that my thesis The most
frequent problems in the Five P Programme from the coordinators‘ point of view can
help to improve qualitative development both the programme itself and the
organizations which run it.
